Abstract. In this paper we establish an attainability result for the minimum time function of a control problem in the space of probability measures endowed with Wasserstein distance. The dynamics is provided by a suitable controlled continuity equation, where we impose a nonlocal nonholonomic constraint on the driving vector field, which is assumed to be a Borel selection of a given set-valued map. This model can be used to describe at a macroscopic level a so-called multiagent system made of several possible interacting agents.
Introduction
We consider a finite-dimensional multiagent system, i.e., a system in R d where the number of agents is so large that only a macroscopic description is available. As usual in this framework, in order to describe the behaviour of the system at a certain time t, we introduce a Borel positive measure µ t on R d whose meaning is the following: given a Borel set A ⊆ R d the quantity µ t (A) µ t (R d ) represents the fraction of the total number of agents that are present in A at the time t. We will assume that the system is isolated, thus the total number of agents remains constant in time. Hence, by normalizing the measure µ t , we can always assume µ t (R d ) = 1, i.e., µ t is a probability measure for all t.
The macroscopic evolution of the system is thus given by a curve t → µ t in the space of probability measures. Due to the mass-preserving character of the evolution, we can assume that such an evolution is governed by the continuity equation ∂ t µ t + div(v t µ t ) = 0, to be satisfied in a distributional sense, where v t is a suitable time-depending Borel vector field describing the macroscopic mass flux during the evolution.
It can be easily proved, see e.g. [10] , that for a.e. t and µ t -a.e. x ∈ R d the vector field v t (x) can be constructed as a weigthed average of the velocities of the agents passing through the point x at time t, where the weights are given by the fraction of the mass carried by each agent w.r.t. the total amount of mass flowing through x at time t. In particular, possibly nonlocal nonholonomic constraints on the agents' motion will reflect into constraints for the possible choices of v t .
In this paper we consider a situation where each agent is constrained to follow the trajectories of a differential inclusion with a nonlocal dependence on the overall configuration of the agents. This fact models the possible nonlocal interaction among the agents. Examples of such interactions are quite commmon in the models of pedestrian dynamics, flocks of animals and social dynamics in general.
Due to the potential applications, the literature on control of multi-agent systems is growing quite fast in the recent years. Among the most recent contributions, we mention [6] , where the authors investigate a controllability problem for a leader-follower model in a finite-dimensional setting and their aim is to achieve an alignment consensus for a mass of indistinguishable agents when the action of an external policy maker is sparse, i.e. concentrated on few individuals. In [16] it is provided a mean-field formulation of the same model through Gamma-convergence techniques.
The relevance of such kind of results is enhanced when dealing with problems involving a considerable number of individuals, in order to circumvent the bounds coming from the curse of dimensionality: indeed, the mean-field limit can be used as a realistic approximation when the number of agents is huge. Results in this direction are provided for example by [15] or the preprint paper [8] , where the authors study a Gamma-convergence result for an optimal control problem of a N -particles system subject to a nonlocal dynamics when N → +∞.
Controllability conditions in the space of probability measures are also analyzed in the preprints [12] , [13] . In particular, the aim of the authors is to provide sufficient conditions in order to steer an initial configuration of agents into a desired final one, by acting through a control term on the vector field, under the constraint that the action can be implemented only in a certain fixed space region.
Also the extension of classical viability theory to multi-agent systems is attracting an increasing interest in the community. Similarly to the finite-dimensional framework, a subset K of probability measures is said to be viable for a controlled dynamics if it is possible to keep the evolution confined inside K by acting with an admissible control when starting with a initial state in K . We refer to [4] for first results in this direction.
It is worth pointing out that a key feature of all these studies, and many others available in the literature, is the combined use of tools, concepts, and techniques from optimal transport theory, measure theory, and from optimal control theory.
In our framework we will consider a time-optimal control problem, i.e., we deal with a target set of desired final configurations, and the minimum time needed by the agents to obtain it from an initial datum and obeying to the nonholonomic constraints.
Such construction defines the so-called minimum time function, which is a central object in optimal control theory. In the case without interactions, in [9] the authors proved that the minimum time function solves in a suitable viscosity sense an Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation in the spaces of measures provided that it is continuous, and further development on this theory have been recently done in [19, 23] . We refer the reader to [1] , [17] , [18] for an introduction to HamiltonJacobi equations in Wasserstein spaces.
Our aim is to provide a sufficient condition for the continuity of the minimum time function in this framework, i.e., sufficient conditions granting Small Time Local Attainability (STLA) in the sense of [20] . The paper is structured as follows: in Section 2 we fix the notation and review some basic results about measure theory, optimal transport and set-valued analysis, in Section 3 we prove some basic properties of the admissible trajectories in the space of measures, in Section 4 we discuss some geometric properties of the target sets, and finally in Section 5 we state our main result concerning the continuity of the minimum time function.
Preliminaries and notation
In this section we review some concepts from measure theory, optimal transport and set-valued analysis. Our main references for this part are [2] , [3] , and [25] .
We will use the following notation.
B(x, r)
the open ball of center x ∈ X and radius r of a normed space X, i.e., B(x, r) := {y ∈ X : y − x X < r}; K the closure of a subset K of a topological space X; dK (·) the distance function from a subset K of a metric space (X, d),
the set of continuous bounded function from a Banach space X to Y , endowed with 
defined by et(x, γ) = γ(t) for all t ∈ I; P(X) the set of Borel probability measures on a Banach space X, endowed with the weak * topology induced by
endowed with the weak
the absolutely continuity relation between measures defined on the same σ-algebra; mp(µ) the p-moment of a probability measure µ ∈ P(X); r♯µ the push-forward of the measure µ by the Borel map r; µ ⊗ ηx the product measure of µ ∈ P(X) with the Borel family of measures {ηx}x∈X ; pr i the i-th projection map pr i (x1, . . . , xN ) = xi; Π(µ, ν) the set of admissible transport plans from µ to ν; Πo(µ, ν) the set of optimal transport plans from µ to ν; Wp(µ, ν) the p-Wasserstein distance between µ and ν; Pp(X) the subset of the elements P(X) with finite p-moment, endowed with the p-Wasserstein distance; L In this section we give some preliminaries and fix the notation. Our main reference for this part is [2] . Definition 2.1 (Space of probability measures). Given Banach spaces X, Y , we denote by P(X) the set of Borel probability measures on X endowed with the weak * topology induced by the duality with the Banach space C 0 b (X) of the real-valued continuous bounded functions on X with the uniform convergence norm. For any p ≥ 1, the p-moment of µ ∈ P(X) is defined by
, and we set P p (X) = {µ ∈ P(X) : m p (µ) < +∞}. For any Borel map r : X → Y and µ ∈ P(X), we define the push forward measure r♯µ ∈ P(Y ) by setting r♯µ(B) = µ(r −1 (B)) for any Borel set B of Y . where the sup ranges on the set of countable collections {B i } i∈N of pairwise disjoint Borel sets such that
For the following result see [2, Theorem 5.3.1].
Theorem 2.3 (Disintegration)
. Given a measure µ ∈ P(X) and a Borel map r : X → X, there exists a family of probability measures {µ x } x∈X ⊆ P(X), uniquely defined for r♯µ-a.e. x ∈ X, such that µ x (X \ r −1 (x)) = 0 for r♯µ-a.e. x ∈ X, and for any Borel map ϕ :
We will write µ = (r♯µ) ⊗ µ x . If X = X × Y and r −1 (x) ⊆ {x} × Y for all x ∈ X, we can identify each measure µ x ∈ P(X × Y ) with a measure on Y . Definition 2.4 (Transport plans and Wasserstein distance). Let X be a complete separable Banach space, µ 1 , µ 2 ∈ P(X). We define the set of admissible transport plans between µ 1 and µ 2 by setting Π(µ 1 , µ 2 ) = {π ∈ P(X × X) : pr i ♯π = µ i , i = 1, 2}, where for i = 1, 2, we defined pr i :
, where i(x, y) = (y, x) for all x, y ∈ X. The p-Wasserstein distance between µ 1 and µ 2 is
If µ 1 , µ 2 ∈ P p (X) then the above infimum is actually a minimum, and we define
The space P p (X) endowed with the W p -Wasserstein distance is a complete separable metric space, moreover for all µ ∈ P p (X) there exists a sequence {µ
Remark 2.5. Recalling formula (5.2.12) in [2] , we have
is continuous. Definition 2.6 (Set-valued maps). Let X, Y be sets. A set-valued map F from X to Y is a map associating to each x ∈ X a (possible empty) subset F (x) of Y . We will write F : X ⇒ Y to denote a set-valued map from X to Y . The graph of a set-valued map F is
• F is continuous at x ∈ X if it is both lower and upper semicontinuous at x.
• F will be called continuous (resp. lower semicontinuous, upper semicontinuous) if it is continuous (resp. lower semicontinuous, upper semicontinuous) at every x ∈ X. When Y is a vector space, F is convex valued (or it has convex images) if F (x) is convex for every x ∈ X. When X, Y are measurable spaces, we say that F is measurable if graph F is measurable in X × Y endowed with the product of σ-algebrae on X and Y . When (X, d) is a metric space and Y is a normed space, given L > 0 we say that F is Lipschitz continuous with constant L if for all
, where the sum and the product of sets are in the Minkowski sense: A + B = {a + b : a ∈ A, b ∈ B} and λA = {λa : a ∈ A} for every A, B ⊆ Y , λ ∈ R.
Admissible trajectories
Given a collection µ = {µ h } h∈I ⊆ P(X) of Borel measures on the measure space X indexed by a parameter h ∈ I, by a slight abuse of notation we will denote by µ both the set µ = {µ h } h∈I ⊆ P(X) and the function h → µ h . In each occurrence, the context will clarify what we are referring to.
Definition 3.1 (Admissible trajectories). Let
be a set-valued map. We say that µ is an admissible trajectory driven by ν defined on I with underlying dynamics F if
• |ν t | ≪ µ t for a.e. t ∈ I;
• v t (x) := ν t µ t (x) ∈ F (µ t , x) for a.e. t ∈ I and µ t -a.e. x ∈ R d ;
µ is an admissible trajectory with µ a = µ .
When I and p are clear by the context, we will omit them.
The following gluing lemma will be also used.
are narrowly continuous families of probability measures on R d , and
Then if we set
Proof. See [11, Lemma 4.4] .
t+a2−b1 for t ∈ I 3 \ I 1 . The curve µ (3) will be called the concatenation of µ (1) and µ (2) and will be denoted by
The restriction µ |J = {μ t } t∈J of µ to J is defined by takingμ t = µ t for all t ∈ J and we have
Definition 3.4 (Standing assumption)
. Throughout the paper, we will assume the following
has nonempty, convex and compact images, moreover it is Lipschitz continuous with constant L > 0 with respect to the metric
On the set X :
we define the metric
where
Finally, we define the set-valued map
Lemma 3.6 (Estimates on the moments).
By Grönwall lemma, this implies for all
We conclude by taking the L p η norm of the above inequalities and using the triangular inequality.
Proposition 3.7 (Upper semicontinuity of the solution map).
is upper semicontinuous with compact nonempty images.
Proof. We prove first that Υ F (µ, θ) = ∅ for all (µ, θ) ∈ X. Consider now the set-valued map S θ (·) defined as in Definition 3.5. Since it is Lipschitz continuous, it has a Borel selection. Thus
We prove that the sequence {µ (n) } n∈N has always cluster points, and all the cluster points are contained in Υ F (µ, θ). This will imply in particular that Υ F (·) has compact images (by taking constant sequences (µ
For n sufficiently large, we have m
, recalling the definition of the convergence in X. Thus, by applying the estimates of Lemma 3.6, we have
In particular
• {µ (n) } n∈N is equicontinuous;
• for all t ∈ [0, T ], we have that {µ
by Ascoli-Arzelà theorem. Up to a passing to a subsequence, we may assume that there exists
We notice also that the functional Ψ :
Thus, up to passing to a subsequence, we may assume also that there exists η ∈ P(R d × Γ T ) such that η (n) ⇀ η narrowly. By the continuity of
t , γ n (t)) for a.e. t ∈ [0, T ] and for all n ∈ N with x n → x, γ n − γ ∞ → 0 as n → +∞.
By (3.1) and recalling that M θ (n) ≤ M θ + 1 and |x n | ≤ |x| + 1 for n sufficiently large, we have n ∈ N,
In particular, by Ascoli-Arzelà Theorem, we have that γ is Lipschitz continuous. For a.e. t, τ ∈ [0, T ] we have also
For every ε > 0 there is n ε ∈ N such that if n > n ε we have for a.e. t, τ ∈ [0, T ]
In particular, let t ∈ [0, T ] be a differentiability point of γ n . We have for all
By letting n → +∞ and s → t we conclude thatγ(t) ∈ F (θ t , γ(t)) since F (θ t , γ(t)) is closed and convex. Hence µ ∈ Υ F (µ, θ), which completes the proof. Proof.
(
we have thatγ(t) exists and belongs to F (µ t , γ(t)), and
According to (3.1), this implies that
is Lipschitz continuous. Hence its distributional derivative is in L ∞ and coincides with the pointwise derivative almost everywhere. Thus, in the sense of distributions in ]0, T [, we obtain for all
where we disintegrated η w.r.t. e t obtaining η = µ t ⊗ η t,y and used the fact that ∇ϕ ∞ is bounded, and that the map γ → γ L ∞ is in L 1 η due to the uniform bound on the moments. By Jensen's inequality, we have
and so for µ t -a.e. y ∈ R d and a.e. t ∈ [0, T ] we have
(2) Necessity. 
for all x ∈ R d , and so we have
Proof. The proof comes from direct computations by implementing the estimates in Lemma 3.6 and considering the result of Proposition 3.8.
Corollary 3.10 (Existence of admissible trajectories). Let
is upper semicontinuous with nonempty compact images.
Recalling that the concatenation of solutions of the continuity equation is again a solution of the continuity equation driven by the time concatenation of the vector fields (see [11, Lemma 4.4] ), in order to prove that A(µ) = ∅ it is not restrictive to assume LT < 1/2. In particular, we have 1 − e LT LT > 0. Define
Notice that C(R) = ∅, since it contains the constant curve µ t ≡ µ for all t ∈ [0, T ], it is convex, and it is compact in
by Lemma 3.6 and the choice of R. By Kakutani-Ky Fan Theorem (see e.g. [14, Theorem 1]) we have that there exists µ ∈ C(R) such that µ ∈ Υ F (µ, µ), i.e., by Proposition 3.8, µ is an admissible trajectory starting from µ. All the other properties of A(·) trivially follows from the fact that Υ F (·) is upper semicontinuous with nonempty compact images. 
In particular, the set-valued map A :
) be an optimal transport plan between µ (A) and µ (B) for the pWasserstein distance. By disintegrating π w.r.t.
According to Proposition 3.8, there exists η
, and define the set-valued map S θ (·) as in Definition 3.5. Define the set-valued map
Notice that this map has closed domain, closed graph, and compact values since R θ (y, x, γ) ⊆ S θ (y), thus it is upper semicontinuous, hence Borel measurable.
We prove that it has nonempty images. Given a point (y, x, γ) ∈ R d × supp η (A) , there are sequences {x n } n∈N converging to x and {γ n } n∈N ⊆ AC([0, T ]) uniformly converging to γ such that
t , γ n (t)) for a.e. t ∈ [0, T ]. According to Filippov's theorem (see [3, Theorem 10.4.1]), for every n ∈ N there exists ξ n ∈ S θ (y) such that
recalling the Lipschitz continuity of F (·) and the choice of γ n . By compactness of S θ (y), up to passing to a subsequence, we may assume that {ξ n } n∈N uniformly converges to ξ ∈ S θ (y) and, by construction, we have ξ ∈ R θ (y, x, γ), hence R θ (·) is Borel measurable with closed domain and nonempty images, thus it admits a Borel selection h θ :
We extend h θ (·) to a Borel map defined on the whole of
We have, by construction,
Notice that
We have
Thus, since W p (µ
where we denoted with D = Le LT + 1. As in the proof of Corollary 3.10, without loss of generality we can assume that 0 ≤ 2
The general case will follow by concatenating finitely many pieces of admissible curves defined on time-subintervals of sufficiently small length. We take R > 0 sufficiently large such that
and such that m
and µ (n) to be equal to µ θ with θ = µ (n−1) . Notice that µ
for all n ∈ N. According to Lemma 3.6, the family {µ (n) } n∈N is relatively compact, thus up to passing to a subsequence, we may assume that it converges to µ
, µ (n−1) ), by recalling the u.s.c. of Υ F (·), we obtain that µ ∞ ∈ Υ F (µ (B) , µ ∞ ), i.e., µ ∞ is an admissible trajectory, starting from µ (B) . Finally, by passing to the limit in
we have
and, by Grönwall's Lemma,
as desired, whereD = L(2 + Le LT ). The proof is concluded by setting µ (B) = µ ∞ . The last assertion trivially follows.
Lemma 3.13 (Initial velocity set). Assume (F ).
, there exists η ∈ Ξ(µ, µ) such that µ t = e t ♯η and for η-a.e. (x, γ) ∈ R d × Γ T we have
Proof.
1.
Without loss of generality, we may assume LT ≤ 1/2, the general case will be obtained concatenating µ with any other admissible trajectory starting from µ T . Let v 0 :
such that θ 0 = µ, and notice that
Thus, by Filippov's Theorem (see [3, Theorem 10.4 .1]) the set-valued map
has nonempty images for every x ∈ R d . Notice that this set-valued map has closed images and it is Borel measurable by [3, Theorem 8.2.9] , thus it admits a Borel selection h θ :
and notice that if m
to be the constant µ, µ (n) and η (n) to be equal to µ θ and η θ , respectively, with θ = µ
for all n ∈ N. According to Lemma 3.6, the families {µ (n) } n∈N and {η (n) } n∈N are relatively compact, thus up to passing to a subsequence, we may assume that the sequences converge to
∞ is an admissible trajectory, starting from µ. Recall that for η ∞ -a.e. (x, γ) there exists a sequence {(x n , ξ n )} n∈N ⊆ R d ×Γ T converging to (x, γ) such that (x n , ξ n ) ∈ supp η (n) . Thus, without loss of generality, we may assume for all t ∈ [0, T ]
and, by passing to the limit,
According to the Superposition
We conclude by taking the L p η -norm and using Lemma 3.6.
Generalized targets
In this section, we provide the generalized notion of target set in the space of probability measures, thus extending in a natural way the classical concept of target set in R d . A naive physical interpretation of the generalized target can be given as follows: to describe the state of the system, an observer chooses to measure some quantities φ. The results of the measurements are the averages of the quantities φ with respect to the measure µ t , representing the state of the system at time t. Our aim is to steer the system to states where the result of such measurements is below a fixed threshold (that, without loss of generality, we assume to be 0). The following result provides a characterization of the class of such generalized target. 
Proof. Recalling formula (5.1.7) in [2, Remark 5.
1.2], we have thatμ ∈S if and only if for all
ψ ∈ C 0 b (R d ) it holds R d ψ(x) dμ(x) ≤ sup µ∈S R d ψ(x) dµ(x). Given ψ ∈ C 0 b (R d ), set C ψ := sup µ∈S R d ψ(x) dµ(x) ≤ +∞.
Then we have thatμ ∈S if and only if for all
We set
to obtain the desired equivalence.
Definition 4.2 (Generalized targets). LetS
We say thatS is a generalized target generated by Φ, and writeS =S Φ if (4.1)S := µ ∈ P(R d ) :
Given p ≥ 1 we setS
, and we define the generalized distance fromS • In Definition 4.2 we can equivalently assume that Φ is a set of continuous bounded functions, or bounded Lipschitz functions, or even just l.s.c. functions bounded from below. Moreover, without loss of generality, we can always assume that Φ is convex. Indeed, assume that Ψ is a set of l.s.c. functions bounded from below. For all ψ ∈ Ψ and k ∈ N \ {0} we define a Lipschitz continuous bounded map ϕ
We recall that {ϕ ψ k } k∈N is an increasing sequence of bounded Lipschitz functions bounded from below and pointwise converging to ψ. Hence, by Monotone Convergence Theorem, we have
where Φ = {ϕ ψ k : k ∈ N \ {0}, ψ ∈ Ψ}. Replacing Φ with its convex hull does not change anything due to the linearity of the integral operator.
• Since convergence in W p (·, ·) implies w * -convergence, ifS Φ is a generalized target, theñ S Φ p is closed and convex in P p (R d ) endowed with the p-Wasserstein metric W p (·, ·).
• We notice that if there existsx ∈ R d such that ϕ(x) ≤ 0 for all ϕ ∈ Φ then the setS given by (4.1) is nonempty, since δx ∈S.
The last condition of Remark 4.3 is indeed not necessary to have the nontriviality ofS.
and set Φ ε := {ϕ ε y : y ∈ R}. Clearly, we have that ϕ ε y attains its maximum at x = −y and the value of the maximum is ε > 0. Thus the sufficient condition of the last assertion in Remark 4.3 is violated. For 0 < ε ≤ 1 12 sufficiently small we have
Indeed, by the translation invariance of the problem, we have that
a ∈ R, in particular, we have thatS is not tight, hence not w * -compact, since for any K ⊆ R it is possible to find a ∈ R such that µ a (R \ K) = 1.
Lemma 4.5 (Compactness). LetS be a nonempty generalized target generated by the family
is compact in the w * -topology and in the W p -topology.
Proof. Trivially we have thatS We mention the following example, which may be relevant for the applications.
Example 4.6. Given a nonempty and closed set S ⊆ R d and α ≥ 0, a natural choice for Φ can be for example Φ α = {d S (·) − α}. If α = 0 we have thatS
thus, in particular, we must have µ(R d \B r (S)) ≤ min 1, α r for all r > 0, which, if α is sufficiently small can be interpreted as a relaxed version of the case α = 0.
Given a generalized targetS ⊆ P(R d ), a natural question is wheter it is possible to localize it, i.e., to describe it as the set of all the measures supported a certain (closed) subset of R d . Equivalently, we want to find a nonempty closed set S ⊆ R d , such that, set Φ = {d S (·)}, we havẽ S =S Φ . To this aim, we give the following definition.
Definition 4.7 (Classical counterpart of generalized target). LetS ⊆ P(R d ) be a generalized target. Given a set S ⊆ R d , we say that S is a classical counterpart of the generalized targetS if
An analogous definition is given for the classical counterpart ofS ∩ P p (R d ), p ≥ 1 by taking intersection of the right hand side with P p (R d ).
Remark 4.8.
• From the very definition of classical counterpart, ifS admits S and S ′ as classical counterparts, then S = S ′ .
• In general a classical counterpart may not exists: in R, take Φ = {φ} where φ : R → R,
Φ would exists, by definition it should contain the support of µ 0 , i.e. 0, 2 ∈ S. However,
• If S is the classical counterpart ofS Φ (orS Φ p ), there exists a representation ofS Φ asSΦ, whereΦ = {φ} andφ(x) ≥ 0 for every x ∈ R d where the inequality is strict at every x / ∈ S. In particular we can takeΦ = {arctan •d S } (resp.Φ = {d S }), i.e., we can replace Φ with the set {arctan •d S } (resp. {d S }).
Our aim is now to characterize the generalized target possessing a classical counterpart. (1) ifS admits S as classical counterpart then S is closed; (2)S admits S as classical counterpart if and only if
and µ ∈S; (3) ifS admits S as classical counterpart, thenS p admits S as classical counterpart for all p ≥ 1.
(1) Assume thatS admits S as a classical counterpart andS
In particular, we have δ x ∈S for all x ∈ S, i.e. φ(x) ≤ 0 for all x ∈ S. Let {x n } n∈N be a sequence in S converging to x ∈ R d . Then for all ϕ ∈ Φ we have ϕ(x n ) ≤ 0 for all n ∈ N, which implies ϕ(x) ≤ 0, and so δ x ∈S. Since S is a classical counterpart ofS and suppδ x = {x}, we have that thus x ∈ S, so S is closed. (2)S admits S as classical counterpart if and only ifS = co{δ x : x ∈ S}, where the closure is the weak * closure in P(R d ). Indeed, every measure supported in S is w * -limit of convex combinations of Dirac deltas concentrated in points of S, and conversely all such deltas belong toS by definition of classical counterpart, andS is convex and w * -closed. Recalling formula (5. If for all φ ∈ Φ and x ∈ R d we had φ(x) ≤ 0, then we would trivially have
Φ for all x ∈ R d , thus concluding with the thesis. Otherwise, let µ ∈S Φ and suppose by contradiction that µ(R d \ S) > 0. Thus there exists y ∈ R d \ S of density 1 w.r.t. µ. In particular, there exists a neighborhood A y of y contained in
If for all ϕ ∈ Φ we had ϕ(y) ≤ 0, we would have y ∈ S, contradicting the fact that y / ∈ S. So, according to the assumptions, there existsφ ∈ Φ such thatφ(x) ≥ 0 for all x ∈ R d and such thatφ(y) > 0. Thus we have
Since the converse inclusion is always true, equality holds. We are now ready to state some comparison results between the generalized distance and the classical one.
In the metric space P p (R d ) endowed with the W p -distance, another concept of convexity can be given, related more to the metric structure rather than to the linear one inherited by the set of all Borel signed measures.
Given any product space X N (N ≥ 1), in the following we denote with pr i : X N → X the projection on the i-th component, i.e., pr i (x 1 , . . . , x N ) = x i .
Definition 4.14 (Geodesics). Given a curve
In this case, we will also say that the curve µ is a geodesic connecting µ 0 and µ 1 .
Theorem 4.15 (Characterization of geodesics). Let
be an optimal transport plan between µ 0 and µ 1 , i.e.
Then the curve µ = {µ t } t∈[0,1] defined by Geodesically and strongly geodesically convex sets) . A subset A ⊆ P p (R d ) is said to be (1) geodesically convex if for every pair of measures µ 0 , µ 1 in A, there exists a geodesic connecting µ 0 and µ 1 which is contained in A. (2) strongly geodesically convex if for every pair of measures µ 0 , µ 1 in A and for every admissible transport plan π ∈ Π(µ 0 , µ 1 ), the curve t → µ t defined by (4.3) is contained in A.
The interest in this alternative concept of convexity comes from the fact that, in many problems, functionals defined on probability measures are convex along geodesics (a notion related to geodesically convex sets) and not convex with respect to the linear structure in the usual sense. We refer to [2, Section 9.1] for further details.
Remark 4.17. Notice that, even if the notations do not highlight this fact, the notions of geodesic and geodesical convexity depend on the exponent p which has been fixed. Remark 4.19. In particular, considering also the first item in Remark 4.3, the above result holds for Φ := {d S (·) − α} when S is nonempty, closed and convex, and α ∈ [0, 1]. In this case, since in the above proof we use only the convexity property of d S (·), the statement holds also if we equip R d with a different norm than the Euclidean one.
We conclude this section by investigating the semiconcavity properties of the generalized distance along geodesics. The case p = 2 is particularly easy thanks to the geometric structure of the metric space P 2 (R d ). In the case p = 2 we need additional requirements on Φ. 
Thus in both cases we have T (µ) ≥T p (µ), which concludes the proof. In conclusion, in order to check the (r, Q)-attainability of a set from the data of the problem, the following result may serve the purpose. 
, and constants C 2,µ , C 3,µ , C 4,µ > 0 satisfying
• 0 ≤ α < β − 1;
• µ = {e t ♯η} t∈Iµ ∈ A Iµ (µ), with e tµ ♯η ∈ D;
• ξ µ (x) ∈ ∂ P φ(x) for µ-a.e. x ∈ R d ;
• 
